
disease control,.••

F, superintendent, Meridian Hills Country Club, Indianapolis, Indiana

JttoL-.'{~If.>;.tpestinsurance,"
. "That's why I use

seven to ten days

all season long. It's easy to use ... gives
me excellent control of brown patch, dollar
spot and other diseases. The handy 3-lb .
bag simplifies measuring and saves time."

J}IIESAN@TUR~ FUNGICIDE PLUS "TERSAN"
UBLES PRO.TECTION AGAINST DISEASE

product for fine
.Turf Fungicide-offers
~"'ilsecontrol, more effec-
id greater safety to turf.
dents are combining it
~- cutting control costs
-'1'

to new low levels. The new practice pro-
duces outstanding results against disease-
with no discoloring of grass. Be sure your
greens get the finest maintenance team
there is- "Tersan" and "Semesan" Turf
Fungicide.

S esan® Turf Fungicide from your golf supply dealer
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Demaret's 65 Breaks Notre Dame Course Record
Jimmy Demaret and Jack Burke knocked off from their pro circuit labors long enough in May to play an
exhibition at Notre Dame University GC, with Demaret shooting a 33-32-65 to break a 19-year old course
record. The old mark was a 67 authored by Horton Smith. Burke, troubled by the Irish greens, had to
settle for a 73. Others who took part in the exhibition and their scores were: Tom Sheehan, form\er ND
golf captain (73); Creighton Miller, AII-Amerilcan Irish halfback in 1943 (71); and two members of this
year's NO golf ream, Joe Grace and Charlie Thurn, who carded 75 and 74, respectively. In the picture
above are (standing, I to r): Rev. George Holderith, CSC, Notre Dame golf coach; Burke; Demaret; James
Gerity, Adrian, Mich. industrialist and ND alumnus who recently donated $5,000 to fos~er golf and bridge
at the South Bend school; Sheehan; Miller; and Ed (Moose) Krause, ND ,athletic director. In the front row

are Grace (I) and Thurn.
1[:[[[;[[[1[1[[[[[11[[[[[[111[[1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111[1111[1111111111111111111111111111[[[11111111111111111111111

of one hour and 30 minutes each with a
maximum of 20 pupils. During a lesson
he works with each student individually.

In his teaching, both personal and tele-
vision, Edwards tells the beginners not to
be in a hurry to hit the ball. "Putting
should come first," he says. "Not only is
putting half of the game but by putting
first students can get early into the primary
good habit of keeping the eye on the ball."

Swing Precedes Hitting

After putting Edwards goes to the middle
irons, emphasizing that swinging comes
first and hitting second. His theory is that
beginners have a tendency to want to lift
the ball when they start hitting too early.
Therefore he suggests they get in high grass
and "mow it down." When they get the feel
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of hi tting through the imaginary ball he
allows them to start firing away.

Through informality, Edwards keeps his
television show interesting and informa-
tive. He suggests that viewers get their clubs
and follow his grip and swing. "I just
heard a lamp crash," he said once after a
full follow-through. He will often pick out
common first names and state, "Mary, that
grip's all wrong, you're gonna' slice it."

The program, sponsored by Pilot Insur-
ance Co., has been sold for 26 weeks and
probably will be continued since the re-
sponse has been excellent.

Direct plugs are out but Edwards helps
all pros by telling his audiences to "see
your home club professional and let him I
work out your particular problems."

Golfdom



.:Tells Effects of Soil Conditioner
on New California Course

.,.L

Erosion in untreated soil resulting from heavy rain-
~ fall 16 days after seeding. Runoff from 20,000 sq.

ft. cut this 18-in. deep trench which is about 3-ft.
wide. Ed Knight, author of this article, says his crew

ad no erosion repair work whatever in areas where
soil hod been treated with Krilium.

June, 1956

By EDWARD C. KNIGHT

WE began the development' of the first
nine at North Ridge CC without

including a chemical soil conditioner in
our plans. When it was suggested that
Krilium Loamaker would maintain poro-
sity, aeration and water percolation of our
somewhat difficult soil and reduce com-
paction, drying out and erosion, I had. no
first hand experience on which to base
my decision.

However, I was ready to agree in princi-
ple with this type of soil conditioning. The
old methods require the use of soil banks,
composting sites, mulches, peat moss and
mixing pits. With them goes the necessity
of conveying, applying and surfacing.
Labor costs for this work must be added
to the already high material costs. Some-
thing must be done to reduce these costs.

Compaction is the number one problem
on golf courses and always leads to poor
aeration. In compacted soil, carbon dioxide
is trapped in the root zone, preventing
replacement by oxygen. These conditions
create unthrifty plant growth and will
lead to disease. Compaction also prevents
the movement of fertilizer down into the
root zone. Fertilizer on the surface cannot
do its job and is apt to cause salt burn.
From the golfer'S standpoint compaction
cuts down enjoyment of the game.

Every course is different, due to varying
soil and climatic conditions, resulting in
varying degrees of erosion, compaction and
subsequent root development. Deep roots
indicate adequate porosity or absence of
compaction. Deep rooted grass aids in
combating erosion and withstands drying
summer heat. It also means that the turf
recovers faster from divots, spike tears, and
ball pits. Thus, a thoroughly homogeneous
deep seed bed, one in which the soil struc-
ture, and thereby the porosity, is maintain-
ed, is the basic prerequisite to good turf.

We first roto-tilled Krilium into the soil
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PATCH PREVENTION •••

s watering. ••
~.when you use CAlO·ClOR@ orCAlOCURE®
•....You don't sit back and wait for greens to die from drouth. You
. water before damage is done. That's just commonsense!

..•It's equally sensible to take action before brown patch can
wreck your turf •.,.;

~ Disease prevention is vital to healthy greens and is a basic
part of your turf maintenance program!

'i make sure your brown patch prevention program is effective!
...Use extra-powerful CALO-CLORor extra-safe CALOCURE•••

designed especially for brown patch. You don't have to mix them
_ with other fungicides to get results! Smaller doses keep costs low.

your Mallinckrodt dealer has stocks - call him soon!



of eight greens, the practice putting green
and the three par tees of the first nine at
North Ridge. Later we extended this treat-
ment to include all the greens, aprons and
collars, and 3-par tees of the second nine.

Within a year indications pointed toward
the solution of the basic problem. and the
club officials were enthusiastic.

Besides the physical evidence ..If actual
comparison of root growth in treated vs
untreated soil, we had enough experience
to know that Krilium has maintained great-
er porosity, aeration and - water percola-
tion; has controlled erosion and not only
produced better root development and
healthier turf, but has also greatly facili-
tated watering and fertilizing. This means
better playing conditions now, and should
mean a reduction in maintentace costs.

North Ridge is one of the newest 18
hole courses in Northern Calif. It's lo-
cated half way between Sutter's Fort and
Coloma, the site of the original discovery
of gold by John Marshall, on 200 acres of
rolling oak dotted terrain a few minutes
drive northeast of Sacramento. The site in-
cludes some 60 acres which are set aside as
homesites for members.

A young, diversified group, headed by
J. F. Brady and E. J. Duffy, formed a non-
profit corporation, elected officers, and
began the long and complicated task of
planning and building an 18-hole golf
course, clubhouse and swimming pool.
Memberships now are over the 500 mark.

Bells Designed Course

The late Wm. P. Bell and son, Wm. F.
Bell, were engaged to design the course.
I had worked with them previously in the
construction of the Bakersfield, (Calif.) CC
and it was in this area I learned to keep
an eye open for new methods that might
solve maintenance problems. Prior to com-
ing to Sacramento I was superintendent at
Buena Vista GC and helped Eddie Novak
build the Bakersfield Public GC. Before
that I was in golf course construction and
maintenance work in the L. A. area and
found a marked difference in maintenance
between coastal areas and the hot inland
valleys.

After I arrived in Sacramento and in-
spected the site, I found an ideal location
for what Billy Bell had designed; 18
championship holes, 58 sand traps with
natural drainage, elevated tees and enor-
mous varied greens averaging over 6000
sq. ft. of putting surface; all this set in
among rolling hills and gullies with just
the right degree of steepness and variety;
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Plug on left measured
only 5-in., altho its per-
iod of root growth was
54 days longer than
9%-in. plug on right,
which is from a Krilium-
treated green. Latter
was treated with 2 Ibs.
of Loamaker per 100 sq. ft.:roto tilledtO -adepth.
of 6-ins. in two directions and then graded, fertilized

and seeded.

numerous big oak trees, a- spectacular set-
ting for the clubhouse on an oak-topped
knoll. The over-all elevation provides an
unusual panorama of the flat Sacramento"
Valley and the lofty Sierras to the east wit!
their wintertime mantle of snow.

Inspection also showed deep erosion gul-
lies. Soil analysis showed a decomposed"
granite type soil consisting of 78% coarse
and fine sands, 11% silt and 11% clay. Ag-
gregation tests, using the wet sieve method.j
showed a natural aggregate stability of 62%
(after treatment with Krilium this jumpec!.-,
to 95%, but more of that later). This meant'
that with the normal rainfall expected, 21
in. annually, mostly in Dec., Jan., and
Feb., we were going to have erosion trouble
on any new seeded area we tried to bring
up during those months. And, since our L

summer temperatures might go as high as
110 degrees, accompanied oftentimes by;
hot, dry north winds, we could have erosion
troubles then too because of the copious ,
amounts of water required to bring up new
seed under these conditions. Since the soil
melted so rapidly it was also evident that
we would be faced with compaction prob-;
lems in the immediate future.

Such seemingly unrelated events as a'r
torrential rain, an early morning walk
and a midnight ride by pranksters (?) all
had a share in the development of Nort;h
Ridge, and also an important bearing til
the use and evaluation of Krilium.

Goljdom
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THE SUPER~RENTAL CART
Wherever you see the genuine
Kaddie Kart you know the club has

+the best and finest for its players.
Truly a mark of distinction.

DETAILS
Fourteen inch wire
spoke, boll bearing
wheels, factory grease
packed. Semi-pneumat-
ic, pundure proof tires.
Long or short axles.
Long handle. Beautiful-
ly finished.

NEW FEATURES
Basket shaped lower brackets with no straps required
can be furnished without extra charge on new Karts.
Write for information about basket type lower
brackets for old Kaddie Karts.

FOR SALE or FOR LEASE
FLEETS FINANCED

",W R I T E FOR D ETA I L S

, Golf Cart Supply Co. 456GD
2226 Wabansla Chicago 47, Illinois

Plea.. send complete information about Kaddie
Karb. W. or. interested in buying _. _Jeasing __._..•

'~ Name . Position _

Club . _

IAddr ••• --- City Stat. _

~ June, 1956

PATENTED
AUTOMATIC
FOLDING ACTION

LIFT HANDLE
IT OPENS

1956
SPECIAL PRO

MODELS

WRITE FOR
FREE CAT.

AMERICA'S
MOST

GLAMOROUS
GOLF CAR.

EASIEST PULLING CART
·BY ACTUAL JEST

The strongest and hardiest golf cart ever
built. No wing nuts, no wheels to push, no

.sliding sleeves. America's Luxury cart!

FOURTEEN INCH WHEELS
Models wlth 14 inch wire spoke wheels
and with eleven inch disc wheels.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE WITH PRICES DIS-
COuNTS and DEALERS and PRO ARRANGEMENTS

Chamberlin Metal Products 456GD
2226 Wabansia Chicago 47, Illinois

Please send complete information about the
Automatic Kolapsi Kart for (resale) (my pri-
vate use).
Name ._.. . . ---------------------------------------

Address . ..._..._..._ ..-----------.---------.-------------------------.-----.-------.----

City . ._ __._.. ._. -- State ----.------------.-------..

Club ._..__. ..._._._.. ._ .. Position -------------..-------..
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Treatment of our soil with Kriliiim Loa-
maker was first given serious consideration
in April, 1954. We had one green (No.3)
with grass showing and all other greens
and tees 95% complete with the exception
of seeding, when we decided to make a
comparative test with treated vs untreated
soil. No. 6 green was divided down the
middle and Krilium was applied with a
fert .. spreader at the rate of 2 lbs. per 100
sq. ft. The entire greens area was then
roto-tilled twice to a depth of 6 in. The
soil was dry on the immediate surface but
had good working moisture below. An ex-
cellent seed bed was prepared over the
entire green. At the time we were 'prepar-
ing this green, another crew was seeding
No.4 green. Two days later, before we
had time to seed No.6, an unseasonal, tor-
rential rain fell - 1-1/2 in. in 24 hours.

The morning after the rain, I was ac-
companied on an inspection tour by R. L.
Richards, club pres. and W. P. Anderson,
club secretary and director of the North
Calif. Golf Assn. All the roughed-in areas
had puddled considerably, were soft and
muddy and much of the course was criss-
crossed with deep erosion gullies. No. 3
green was in fairly good shape because the
grass was up. No.4 was washed out and
would have to be reseeded. The course
was a sorry sight.

As we approached No.6, we noticed at
once a definite difference between treated
and untreated areas. The untreated was
puddled and it didn't take a magician to
see that the surface structure was gone .md
that there was going to be a bad crust to
work on. The treated area was still well
aggregated. As I walked across the un-
treated half I sank ankle deep and water
rose in my tracks. I stepped across the
center line and was really surprised. I had
to exclaim "Why it's just like stepping up-
stairs!" The treated area felt firm. There
was no puddling or standing water.

We learned some things using 1200 lbs.
of Krilium on the first nine that we feel
were improved upon in the second which
accounted for the use of 1800 lbs.

It was found that the treated greens
took water so much better than the un-
treated shoulders and aprons, that we
couldn't take full advantage of what we
had. We could soak the greens but had to
come back and hit the aprons and shoulders
again before the greens needed it. This
was because most of the water ran off
the untreated areas. On the second nine we
treated greens, aprons and shoulders.

We also found that traffic between the
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green and the traps packed the soil so bad-
ly we had difficulty keeping a stand of
grass. Treating this area has eliminated the
problem on the second nine.

One night pranksters (?), probably school~
kids, wired around the switch of one of;···
our loaded % ton trucks an dtook a ride.
It wasn't enough to drive 'around the fair-:
ways; they made a "U" turn on No. 5
green! And our course opening just 5 days,'
away! To make matters worse, the green
had been generously watered that same c

evening. Normally, we would have found
it necessary to lift the sod, repair the base, •...
relay the sod, and topdress. But amazingly
enough, all we found was bent and broken s-
grass, no ruts or mounds to repair.

From this incident we concluded that if-
aggregation and porosity are maintained,
water can move freely through the soil. '
There will be no excess water near the
surface that makes the soil muddy and sub->
ject to damage from unexpected traffic
such as we had.

This seems to me to be the most signifi-
cant feature of the treatment. The soil
remains aggregated and porous, yet re-
mains firm.

Seeding of the first nine was completed
on June 4, 1954 and opened for play 90 /'
days later, on Labor Day weekend, Sept.
4-5-6. The second nine was seeded in Octo-«
ber and in spite of unusually cold weather,
with several heavy frosts and several heavy'
rains, there was excellent germination and
establishment of root growth in all treat-
ed areas. The greens were seeded to Sea-
side Bent, and the fairways and tees to a
mixture of Seaside and Bermuda. The Ber-
muda of the second nine being held off
and seeded in the spring. A 25 ft. collar
of Kentucky Blue surrounds each green on ~
the first nine and a 25 ft. collar of Merion
Blue on the greens of the second nine.

A close inspection of the entire course
has been made on numerous occasions and
differences between treated and untreated
areas are readily apparent.

1. Soil erosion from both watering and
rainfall frequently starts at the very edge
of treated surfaces and extends into the
untreated; never into the treated soil.

2. Superior porosity, giving better aera-
tion and water percolation in the treated
soil as compared to untreated No.3 green
shows up graphically in comparative root
development.

3. It is much easier to change cups in f
treated greens than it is in No.3.

4. The soil of No. 3 takes less water,

(Continued on page 68)
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N EW! One shot is worth 10,000 words

Sold through professional golf shops only

Walter Hagen proudly announces HAIG ULTRA-POWERED IRONS

Here is the most accurate and most powerful iron ever developed.
All we ask is that you hit a few shots ... to let your own hands dis-
cover its pin-line power.

We want to say only one other thing. This Ultra-Powered iron
makes a mag.nificent final answer to your requests for a lighter iron
with more "head feel." How did we do it?

We accomplished the major saving in weight by drilling out the
hosel and inserting the shaft all the way through. Then we redistrib-
uted some of our "saved" weight throughout the blade. Thus we
maintained desired swingweight in a substantially lighter iron ...
and gained a more potent blade as well.

What's more, we found the enormous strength of the new shaft-
through-head union prevented head shimmy and ended vibration up
the new, longer-tipped Rocket shaft. So we stepped up power, im-
proved feel and gained accuracy, too!

Check with your Hagen salesman today. He'll be glad to let you
"test-drive" these new Haig Ultra-Powered irons.

June, 1956

Haig
•Ultra

WALTER HAGEN,
Division of Wilson
Sporling Goods (0./
Grand Rapids, Michigan
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Three Pros Tell What They ·Expect of Assistant
and How to Train and Encourage Him

THREE pros, Warren Orlick of Tam
O'Shanter CC, Orchard Lake, Mich.,

Louis Bola, Highland G & CC, Indianap-
olis, Ind., and Tom Fry, San Mateo, Calif.,
Municipal GC, take over this month's As-
sistants' Department to give their ideas as
to what makes an assistant valuable to the
master pro, and what should be done by
the pro to educate, encourage and reward
a deserving assistant.

Loyalty, personality and responsibility
head the list of qualities the three men
think are most desirable in an assistant,
while all agree that the pro can best en-
courage his assistant by giving him the op-
portunity to learn every phase of pro shop
management so he'll be ready to step into
a more lucrative job when the chance
comes.

Loyalty Works Two Ways
Warren Orlick thinks his assistant should

be loyal above all other things. In his es-
timation, this means that the young man
should be willing to forget immediate as-
pirations and concentrate on doing the
best possible job for his employer. In turn,
the pro has responsibilities in this respect.
If he makes certain agreements with his
assistant, such as alloting him a certain
amount of playing time during the week, it
becomes his obligation to live up to the
agreement. Occasionally, the press of busi-
ness interferes with this arrangement al-
though Orlick feels that probably too many
pros too often use this as an excuse to avoid
going through with such agreements. The
result is that the employee is inclined to
become disloyal.

The Orchard Lake pro expects his as-
sistant to take over and smoothly run the
.shop while he is absent and to be able to
settle members' complaints without re-
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ferring most of them, and particularly
minor ones, to him. He also believes that
the assistant should make every effort to .,
become a walking encyclopedia on golf
rules. Orlick holds regular sessions with r

members of his staff to make sure they
are familiar with changes in the rules and
are aware of the latest decisions and inter-
pretations covering the entire rule book.

An assistant's education at Orchard Lake
begins with teaching juniors. After he has
learned Orlick's method of instruction he
is graduated to instructing older golfers.
At the same time he is familiarizing him- ..
self with all operations of the pro shop
and sitting in at club committee sessions
in order to learn everything possible about
conducting tournaments and working with
the maintenance department.

Orlick encourages his assistants to get
out and take part in state and district
tournaments, feeling that these competitive .i

ventures play a big part in a home club
pro's education. Last year he persuaded his
club members to finance assistant Gene
Bone's tour of the tournament circuit. Bone
was also dispatched to Chicago to take part
in the George S. May tournament because
he was playing excellent golf at the time
and Orlick was anxious for him to get a
chance at breaking into the big money.

Votes for Personality
Lou Bola, who presides at Indianapolis'

Highland club and doubles as pres. of the
PGA, Indiana section, thinks that person-
ality is the most important ingredient in
an assistant's makup, Lou doesn't confine
this merely to mannerism or the degree
of enthusiasm a young man shows on the
job. He feels that it takes in appearance,
manner of dress and the way in which the
assistant handles himself in dealing with
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